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GENERAL  
Malin 4 patient chair is popular in several treatment areas because it combines 
good ergonomics and a high functionality. The stable design with large wheels, 
robust mechanical design provides safety for both patient and staff.  
Malin 4 is electric and easy to adjust in height with the hand control. Malin 4 is 
available in different models and with plenty of accessories to tailor make the chair. 
The chair has a manual brake bar on the back wheels, electric brake is available 
as an option. 

 

 

MALIN 4 SWING Malin 4 Swing has a swivel seat that can be 
rotated ± 90°, to enable the patient to 
comfortably be seated from the side with the 
chair parked. The seat is conveniently turned 
to the correct position by the device table 
while the base of the chair remains in position. 

120-00103-01 

 

Lifting capacity 150 kg / 331lb 
Weight 41kg / 90lb 

Height adjustment 540-840mm / 21-33in 
Wheel frame 530x580mm / 21x23in 

Battery operated 

 

MALIN 4 SLIM  
Malin 4 Slim has a narrower wheelbase in the 
front which makes it easier to maneuvre the 
chair on places with limited space, e.g. close 
to device tables with only one lifting column. 

120-0103-02 

 

Lifting capacity 150 kg / 331lb 
Weight 41kg / 90lb 

Height adjustment 540-840mm / 21-33in 
Wheel frame 530x580mm / 21x23in 
Backrest angle -8° to +20°  

Seat angle +4° to -10°  
Battery operated 

MALIN 4 ROCK   
120-00103-00 

Malin 4 Rock is our appreciated base model 
that can be outfitted with accessories for 
different examination situations. Seat and 
back rest can be tilted to get the desired 
angle.  

 

Lifting capacity 150 kg / 331lb 
Weight 41kg / 90lb 

Height adjustment 540-840mm / 21-33in 
Wheel frame 530x580mm / 21x23in 

Backrest angle -8° to +20°  
Seat angle +4° to -10°  

 Battery operated 
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STANDARD SEAT COLOURS 

  
140-00135-00 blue vinyl 140-00247-02 black art leather 
Vinyl has an airy, ventilated slick texture. Artificial leather is more durable. 
Seat 450x470mm / 18x19in, Backrest 360x410mm / 14x16in 

 

ACCESSORIES 
There are a variety of accessories that all have been developed in close 
cooperation with medical professions, to optimize the chair for different treatments, 
to get an ergonomic and comfortable environment for both patients and staff.  

 140-00128-00 Extended lifting height, 100 mm / 4in extra 

 

140-00126-02 Wireless hand control  
140-00126-03 Wireless Hand control for electric brake 

IR hand control comes with a strap and bracket/holder to be placed were its 
suitable, on the chair or by the working station. 

140-00250-00 Electric brake 
One button brake and release button on either the fixed or IR hand control 

 

140-00315-00 Wheels with direction control 
Makes the chair easier to move around when back wheels have a direction 
lock 

 

150-00102-00 Armrest standard left 
150-00102-01 Armrest standard right 

 

150-00103-00 Armrest collapsible left 
150-00103-01 Armrest collapsible right 

 

150-00105-00 Armrest for fluorescein photography left 
150-00105-01 Armrest for fluorescein photography right 

 

140-00129-03 Foot support, Rubber (not for Malin slim) 
The foot support raises with the chairs and can be adjusted in height. 

 

150-00132-00 Driving handle 450mm 
150-00132-02 Driving handle 600mm 

 
190-00018-00 Head support 
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